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TRANSLATION        LOCALIZATION         VOICEOVER         SUBTITLES          AND MORE

Your professional partner for accurate translations.

LANGUAGE SERVICES
FOR CORPORATE CLIENTS



Why choose Australis
as your translation partner?

More than 20 million words
translated and counting. 

Total projects completed on time
in the last 5 years.

Projects developed for corporate
clients.

Hours recorded in voice-over
content.

We are fluent in more than 100
languages at a native-speaker level.

We work approximately 20 hours a
day through our team of
collaborators  strategically located
in different time zones.

We specialize in technical and
specific language  work for
approximately 10 key industries
such as healthcare and legal.

We will never change the delivery
time or the price of your quotation
without notifying you in advance.
We like to be clear at all times.
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Let our metrics speak for themselves.



What can Australis do for me
in terms of translation services? 

Find the right solution for you with us.

PROFESSIONAL TRANSLATION SERVICES
Our top service. We accurately translate over 10,000 words a day between all our
collaboratorsfor various industries and businesses around the world.  More than

translators, we are language specialists, with a 100% human process that
adapts to all types of formats and files. 

AUDIO & VIDEO TRANSLATION SERVICES
A full range of multimedia services at your disposal; from subtitles and voice-

over to complete audiovisual projects, we make sure that your content is heard
and seen in any language you want as if it were the source file. 

SEO & WEBSITE TRANSLATION SERVICES
Obtain more customers online by translating your website into the language of
your target audience or by localizing your campaigns with full SEO optimization

(we can also translate full marketing campaigns). Remember that at least 86% of
translated campaigns produce more conversions than English-only ones. 

DOCUMENT PROOFREADING SERVICES
If you are already translating, are you doing it correctly? Hire our document

proofreading services and we will help you to improve the production of all your
documents in the languages you need the most.



How  does Australis assure quality
in all its translation projects?
Discover our six-step process forged
through 10 years of experience. 

01. To achieve an accurate translation that meets your requirements, we will
ask for your source material. We accept any type of format, from pdf files
and images to audio or video. We will then request reference material, precise
project instructions or style guide and preferences, if necessary. 

At Australis, all projects are customized and attended to with the utmost
dedication. Therefore, the translation team in charge of your project will be
made up of language specialists according to the subject matter and needs
you require. This also includes proofreaders and DTP's.

01.
INFORMATION

GATHERING

02.
SETTING UP 
YOUR TEAM

DEVELOPMENT
OF THE PROJECT

03. Depending on your specifications, the project will be performed as
requested. It should be noted that at this point in the process we will never
increase the cost of the project or modify the delivery time. With us, you
receive your project just as you want it, under the agreed conditions. 

04.
PROOFREADING
WITH AN EXPERT

Before your files are delivered, the Project Manager performs a spot check in order to
ensure that the final files have the correct format, the text displays correctly, that all
instructions were followed, that the name of the files match with the source file
names, and all the checks needed in order to ensure that the you will receive exactly
what you requested.

Without further ado, your project will be ready in the agreed time. We look
forward to any questions or requests you may have. We will be waiting for
your next project. 

05.
FINAL REVIEW

WITH P.M.

06.
ON - TIME
DELIVERY

Once the translation has been completed, it goes through a double review process. First,
a senior translator from our team will compare the finished project with your source
content; then, a native-speaking language specialist in the language you selected will
verify that it matches the context and meaning of your original document. All our
processes are done by people to ensure natural readability in your translation.



How  can I contact Australis
for a translation project?
Get immediate attention by any of
the following means. 

WITH US,  YOUR PRIVACY COMES FIRST,  THEREFORE WE WILL NOT
ASK YOU FOR SENSITIVE OR BANKING DATA IN AN INITIAL CONTACT.

production@australis-
localization.com 

We usually respond in less than an hour

Also, if you are on a rush, you can send us your files
and project specifications immediately for a quote. 

Email
us.

Click here to schedule
a Zoom meet.

We look forward to talking to you soon.

Meet
us.

+1 310-773-5311
We can answer your call from 

08:00 AM to 06:00 PM (UTC-3). 
We generally speak English and Spanish.

Call
us.

https://koalendar.com/e/meet-with-australis-team

